We give e cient algorithms to compute an optimal bipartition of a set of points or a set of simple polygons in the plane. In particular, we give an O(n 2 ) algorithm for partitioning a set of n points into two subsets in order to minimize the sum of the perimeters of the convex hulls. We also examine the problems of minimizing the maximum of the perimeters, or the sum/maximum of the areas, for the case in which the partitioning is a line partitioning, induced by some line, and we examine related problems for the bipartitioning of polygons.
Introduction
In the \bipartition problem", we are interested in partitioning a set S of n points into two subsets (S 1 and S 2 ) in such a way as to optimize some function of the \sizes" ( (S i )) of the two subsets. Avis ( 2] ) gave an O(n 2 log n) time algorithm to nd a bipartition that minimizes the maximum of the diameters of the sets S 1 and S 2 . Asano, Bhattacharya, Keil and Yao ( 1] ) improved the bound on the time complexity of this problem, obtaining an optimal O(n log n) algorithm. Monma and Suri ( 13] ) gave an O(n 2 ) time algorithm for minimizing the sum of diameters. Recently, Hershberger and Suri ( 8] ) have considered the problem in which the measure of \size" (S i ) is (a). the diameter, (b). the area, perimeter, or diagonal of the smallest enclosing axes-parallel rectangle, or (c). the side length of the smallest enclosing axes-parallel square. They provide O(n logn) time algorithms to nd a bipartition that satis es (S i ) i (i = 1; 2) for two given numbers 1 and 2 .
Here, we consider the version of the bipartition problem in which (S i ) is the perimeter or area of the convex hull, conv(S i ), and we desire a partition that minimizes the sum (S 1 ) + (S 2 ) or the maximum maxf (S 1 ); (S 2 )g. In the case of minimizing the sum of the perimeters, we obtain an O(n 2 ) time algorithm to nd an optimal bipartition. For the other three versions of the problem (minimizing the maximum of the perimeters, or minimizing the sum/maximum of the areas), our algorithm nds an optimal line partitioning (a bipartition that is induced by a line). We also consider the generalization in which S is a set of disjoint polygons. Table 1 summarizes the problems addressed in this paper together with the worst-case time and space complexity of our algorithms for solving them.
Funnel trees and hourglasses are fundamental to several of our algorithms, so we begin with a brief discussion of their properties.
A preliminary version of this paper appeared in the Workshop on Algorithms and Data Structures, 1991 12] Table 1 : The time and space complexity of our algorithms. 2 
Funnel Trees and Hourglasses
We use the term vertex to mean either a point in S or a polygon vertex. Let n denote the total number of vertices.
The visibility graph of S is the graph whose vertices are the vertices contained in or determined by S and whose edges are pairs of vertices (u; v) such that the open line segment between u and v does not intersect any polygon in S. The visibility graph can be computed in time O(E + n logn) and space O(E) where E is the number of edges in the graph 6]. Note that E is O(n 2 ) when S is a set of points, but can be smaller when S is a set of polygons.
A visible chain is a path in the visibility graph. It is well known that a shortest path between two points in the plane that avoids polygonal obstacles is a visible chain 9, 15] ; the subgraph of the visibility graph consisting of all visible chains that are shortest paths from a xed source vertex s to some other vertex is called the shortest path tree rooted at s.
Consider a vertex a that lies to the left of a directed edge (u; v) and is visible from a point b in the interior of the edge. De ne the lower chain of a determined by u, v, and b to be the unique convex visibile chain from a to u for which the open region bounded by the chain and the line segments uv and ab contains no vertices. Intuitively, think of taking a rubber band between a and b in Figure 1 and sliding the end at b along uv until it reaches u. De ne the upper chain from a to v analagously. These two chains form a funnel with apex a and base (u; v).
We require the base of a funnel to be an edge on the convex hull of the set S of points or polygons we wish to partition. In this setting a funnel is completely determined by its apex and by the next vertex on its lower (or upper) chain, i.e., by the rst directed edge on its lower (or upper) chain 6]. Therefore, the total number of funnels in the visibility graph is at most 2E. Furthermore, we can nd all of the directed edges that determine funnels, in time proportional to their number, by traversing part of the visibility graph as explained below.
Consider a funnel f with apex a and base (u; v), and suppose b is the rst vertex after a on its lower chain. There is a unique funnel p with apex b and base (u; v) contained in funnel f; its left chain is obtained from that of f by deleting edge (a; b). If we think of p as the parent of f, we see that the funnels with base (u; v) form a tree in the visibility graph (taking the location of a funnel to be that of its apex) rooted at u. Call this the lower funnel tree on (u; v). Note that the path from the root of this tree to any node is precisely the lower chain of the funnel corresponding to that node. In an analogous way, the upper chains of funnels with base (u; v) determine an upper funnel tree on (u; v) rooted at v. Figure 2 shows a lower funnel tree, and an upper funnel tree on the same base.
Using the representation of the visibility graph generated by their algorithm, Ghosh and Mount 6] show that parents, clockwise and counterclockwise siblings, and extreme clockwise and counterclockwise children of a node in a funnel tree can be found in constant time. This implies that clockwise and counterclockwise traversals of lower and upper funnel trees can be made in the visibility graph without storing these trees explicitly. Also, we see that, summing over all bases, the total time needed to traverse these trees is O(E).
If f 1 is a funnel determined by directed edge (a; b) and f 2 is a funnel determined by its reversal (b; a), then f 1 and f 2 together form an hourglass as shown in Figure 3 . Since it takes two funnels to form an hourglass and each funnel is part of at most one hourglass, there are at most E hourglasses contained in the visibility graph. We nd hourglasses by traversing the lower (or upper) funnel trees a second time and checking whether the reversal of the directed edge that determines the current funnel also determines a funnel.
Suppose that some function of an hourglass can be computed in constant time if the result of applying the function to the two funnels that form it is known. For example, the length of one of an hourglass's convex chains or the area of the region enclosed by an hourglass is easily computed from the chain lengths or areas of the funnels that form it. If the function is rst applied to funnels during the intitial funnel tree traversals, then the function can be applied to all hourglasses during a second iteration of funnel tree traversals in O(E) time. Furthermore, if the function can be evaluated on funnels in amortized constant time, the whole process can be done in O(E) time.
We show below that the lengths of a funnel's upper and lower chains and the area of the region enclosed by a funnel can be calculated in amortized constant time and space during funnel tree traversals. We calculate the length of a funnel's lower (or upper) chain in constant time during a preorder traversal of the lower (or upper) funnel tree by simply adding the length of its rst edge to the length of the lower (or upper) chain of its parent.
Consider the funnel shown in Figure 4 . We compute the area of the region enclosed by the funnel by partitioning it into three smaller regions. The central region is a triangle, whose area is easy to calculate. We focus on the region between the lower chain and the segment b 1 u 1 . Call the area of this region the lower area of the funnel. The lower area of the funnel is just the lower area of its parent funnel in the lower funnel tree plus the area of triangle 4b 1 u 1 u 2 . The upper area of the funnel is calculated analogously.
Our data structure for directed visibility graph edges allows us to store with each instance of an edge, the result of applying these length or area functions to the funnel or hourglass it determines. Thus the total amount of space needed to store the results of all of the function evaluations is O(E). In the algorithms that follow we also maintain a variable corresponding to the current \best" hourglass, i.e., the one that minimizes the value of the applied function. After completing the funnel tree traversals this variable holds a representation of the optimal hourglass according to one of several criteria. In summary, we use funnel tree traversals to nd optimal hourglasses in O(E) time and O(E) space. 3 
Hourglasses, Funnelglasses, and Bipartitions
Now we show that optimal bipartitions of points correspond to hourglasses and that optimal bipartitions of polygons correspond to hourglasses or \funnelglasses". Start with an hourglass in the visibility graph of a set of points S and consider the two convex polygons formed by the set of edges obtained as follows: start with the edges of conv(S) and delete the base edges of the hourglass and insert the edges of its two convex chains. Since the two chains (and hence the two polygons) are disjoint and the interior of the hourglass is empty, the polygons are the convex hulls of S 1 and S 2 for some bipartition S=S 1 S 2 of S. Now consider a bipartition S = S 1 S 2 of a set of points S. Note that it is always bene cial to have both S 1 and S 2 nonempty in the bipartition since letting S 1 be a single vertex of the convex hull conv(S) implies (S 1 ) = 0 and (S 2 ) < (S). This also implies that we never want conv(S 1 ) conv(S 2 ) or vice versa. And it's easy to see that any bipartition in which the convex hulls overlap cannot be optimal for the min-sum perimeter problem, since the points constituting the intersection can be swapped from one set of the bipartition into the other in such a way that a new bipartition is created that reduces the sum of the perimeters of the convex hulls. This follows from the following elementary fact:
Fact 1 Let P and Q be convex polygons that intersect, but P 6 Q and Q 6 P. Then, there exists a line L, splitting the plane into two halfspaces H + and H ? , such that per(conv(H + \ (P Q)))+per(conv(H ? \ (P Q))) < per(P) + per(Q), where per( ) denotes perimeter. Proof. Since P and Q are not nested, there exist at least 2 vertices, u and v, of the convex polygon P \ Q where the boundaries of P and Q cross. Pick L to be the line through u and v, and let H + and H ? denote the corresponding halfplanes. Then, the convex hull of H + \ (P Q) consists of two pieces | segment uv (which is shorter than the boundary portion of P \ Q within H + , which it replaces), plus a convex (\taut") chain from u to v that surrounds H + \ (P Q) (which is shorter than the boundary portion of P Q within H + , which it replaces). A similar statement holds with respect to the convex hull of H ? \ (P Q). u t
In the case that we want to minimize the maximum of the two perimeters (rather than the sum), the example in Figure 5 shows that an optimal partitioning is not necessarily a line partition. The example consists of 4 points, which are the endpoints of 2 unit-length segments that form a \T", with the middle point being slightly above the horizontal segment. The optimal partition under min-max is to split into 2 pairs of points, each yielding a line segment of length 1 (a perimeter of length 2). Any other partitioning is worse, as it is easy to check.
In the case that we want to minimize the sum or the maximum of the areas of the convex hulls of the partitioned points, Figure 6 shows that, again, a line partitioning need not be optimal. In the gure, there are 6 points, forming two crossing triangles, each of which is very skinny. (In fact, if we allow degeneracies, we can make the triangles have zero area; in any case, the area can be arbitrarily small.) By partitioning into these two groups of three points, we get a min-sum or min-max area of 0 (or arbitrarily close to 0). This is clearly optimal, since any other partitioning results in at least one of the two convex hulls having substantially non-zero area (as there are no other colinearities or near-colinearities).
Thus, in the remainder of the paper we will consider only line partitions of point sets. The Fact 1 above shows that an optimal bipartition will be among the set of line partitions, for the case of minimizing the sum of perimeters; for the other three versions of the objective function, though, we will be optimizing only over the set of line partitions.
Suppose that we have a line partition of S; thus, conv(S 1 ) \ conv(S 2 ) = ;. Then an inner common tangent to these convex polygons will be a line lying along a visibility graph edge (u; v), and each of the (closed) half-spaces determined by this line will contain one of the sets (S i ). Since the hourglass determined by (u; v) is empty and each of the two half-spaces mentioned above contains one of its convex chains, it will determine two polygons, that are precisely conv(S 1 ) and conv(S 2 ). Each possible line partition of S can be obtained from some hourglass; conversely, each hourglass determines such a partition. Therefore, we have a one-to-one mapping, and the problem of nding an optimal line partition of a set of points is equivalent (via a linear-time reduction) to that of nding an optimal hourglass.
We now turn to the problem of bipartitioning a set of polygons. We say that a bipartition S = S 1 S 2 of a set of polygons S is valid if S 1 and S 2 can be separated by a simple path between distinct edges of the convex hull of S. Given a valid bipartition, the relative convex hull rconv(S 1 ) with respect to S 2 is the minimum perimeter polygon that contains every polygon in S 1 but contains no interior point of a polygon in S 2 . Figure 7 shows a valid bipartition and Figure 8 shows the resulting relative convex hulls. Now consider a valid bipartition S = S 1 S 2 of a set of polygons S. For the min-sum perimeter Figure 6 : An optimal min-max or min-sum area partition is not necessarily a line partition.
version of the problem, we again, as in the case of partitioning points, get the property that an optimal bipartition (over all possible partitions) must be a valid bipartition. (Here, \valid partition" is playing the role of \line partition.") To see this, rst note that it cannot be optimal to have rconv(S 1 ) rconv(S 2 ) or rconv(S 2 ) rconv(S 1 ). Next, we appeal to a natural generalization of the Fact 1:
Fact 2 Let P = rconv(S 1 ) and Q = rconv(S 2 ) be relative convex hulls corresponding to a bipartition of S = S 1 S 2 , and assume that P and Q intersect, but P 6 Q and Q 6 P. Then, there exists a simple path , splitting the convex hull C = conv(S) into two subsets C + and C ? , such that per(rconv(C + \ S)) + per(rconv(C ? \ S)) < per(P) + per(Q), where per( ) denotes perimeter. Proof. Since P and Q are not nested, there exist at least 2 points, u and v, where the boundaries of P and Q cross, with u and v on the face at in nity in the arrangement of P and Q. Let u 0 (resp., v 0 ) be the point on conv(S) closest to u (resp., v), when distance is measured according to the geodesic (shortest path) metric, with the \obstacle" being P Q, and let uu 0 (resp., vv 0 ) be a corresponding shortest path. Pick to be the following path: from u 0 to u (along uu 0 ), to v along a geodesic path, uv , with respect to the obstacle set S, to v 0 (along vv 0 ). Let C + and C ? denote the corresponding subsets of C induced by the split path . Then, the relative convex hull of C + \ S consists of two pieces | path uv , plus a \taut" (geodesic) chain from u to v that surrounds C + \ S. A similar statement holds with respect to the relative convex hull of C ? \ S, and it is easy to see that the total perimeter of the two new relative convex hulls can only go down. u t If the relative convex hulls rconv(S 1 ) and rconv(S 2 ) of a valid bipartition are disjoint, then they are also convex and can be obtained from an hourglass as above. In general, however, they will share a sequence of edges, i.e., they will coincide along a visible chain. In this case, they form what we call a funnelglass. A funnelglass is a pair of funnels and a shortest path between their apices that together satisfy the following conditions: (1) the funnels are disjoint or they intersect only in having a common apex, and (2) the extension of each funnel chain along the inter-apex path is a locally shortest or \taut string" path. The funnel chains and bases and the shortest path form a weakly simple polygon (one formed by a path with repeated vertices or edges but no self-crossings) as shown in Figure 8 .
The correspondence between funnelglasses and bipartitions with \touching" relative convex hulls is as follows. Start with a funnelglass in the visibility graph of a set of polygons S and consider the two \touching" polygons formed by the following set of edges: take the edges of conv(S) and delete the base edges of the funnelglass and insert the edges of its convex chains and its inter-apex path. Since the interior of the funnelglass is empty and since the inter-apex path can be extended through the interior of each funnel to a point on the funnel's base, the funnelglass separates the set of polygons and thus corresponds to a valid bipartition S = A 1 S 2 for some S 1 and S 2 . Furthermore, the \taut-string" property ensures that the polygons formed from it have minimal perimeter, i.e., they are precisely rconv(S 1 ) and rconv(S 2 ). Conversely, if we start with the optimal valid bipartition S = S 1 S 2 , and rconv(S 1 ) and rconv(S 2 ) coincide along a visible chain, then the edge set E = conv(S)4(rconv(S 1 ) rconv(S 2 )) forms a funnelglass as follows. The intersection rconv(S 1 ) \ rconv(S 2 ) must be a shortest path between two vertices u and v by optimality of the bipartition, and also the \taut-string" property must hold. And where the edges diverge at u and v they form funnels since relative convex hulls are convex where they do not \touch".
We have shown that an hourglass or a funnelglass determines a valid bipartition of a set of polygons. Furthermore, the optimal bipartition can always be obtained from an hourglass or a funnelglass. Therefore, the problem of nding an optimal bipartition is equivalent (via a linear-time reduction) to that of nding an optimal hourglass or funnelglass. 4 Partitioning Points
Now we consider the case in which S is a set of points in the plane, and the \sizes" (S i ) of the subsets are taken to be the perimeters or areas of their convex hulls. We seek a line partition that minimizes the sum (S 1 ) + (S 2 ) or the maximum maxf (S 1 ); (S 2 )g. This gives us the following set of four problems: 1. the min-sum perimeter problem, 2. the min-max perimeter problem, 3. the min-sum area problem, and 4. the min-max area problem. Note that it is always bene cial to have both S 1 and S 2 nonempty in the bipartition since letting S 1 be a single vertex of the convex hull conv(S) implies (S 1 ) = 0 and (S 2 ) < (S). We will show later that this is not always the case when partitioning polygons.
Theorem 1 Given a set S of n points in the plane, a line partition of S, S = S 1 S 2 , that solves any of problems 1 through 4 above can be found in time O(n 2 ), using O(n 2 ) space. Alternatively, problems 1 through 3 above can be solved in O(n 3 ) time using O(n) space. Proof. As we saw in the previous section, each pair of points (p; q) determines an hourglass whose bases are edges on the convex hull of S. The two convex chains of the hourglass together with the edges remaining in the convex hull after deleting the two base edges form two convex polygons that correspond to some line partition of S. Conversely, each line partition of S corresponds to an hourglass.
The \cost" of a partition is easily calculated from the chain lengths of its hourglass in constant time when minimizing either the total or maximum perimeter of conv(S 1 ) and conv(S 2 ). Similarly, the total area of the two convex hulls arising from a partition is just the area of the entire convex hull minus the area of the hourglass corresponding to the partition. By generating all hourglasses and comparing each newly considered hourglass to the best hourglass seen so far, we obtain the optimal hourglass and hence the optimal line partition for each of problems 1, 2, and 3 above.
We compute the cost of all O(n 2 ) hourglasses in time O(n 2 ), as in Section 2. The space required by this algorithm is quadratic, since we use the (complete) visibility graph of the point set S.
To see the second claim, involving only linear storage, we use the simple observation that there are only O(n 2 ) distinct ways to partition n points, after which the convex hulls conv(S i ) can be examined in a straightforward manner: By keeping track of the best partitioning so far, we will have an optimal partitioning of S by the time we have examined all pairs (p; q) (since an optimal partitioning must correspond to some pair (p; q)). The above algorithm clearly requires linear time per pair (p; q), so O(n 3 ) time overall. The space requirement is only linear. u t Remark. It is an interesting open question to determine if one can reduce the space complexity of the above algorithm to linear while maintaining the quadratic time bound (e.g., using topological sweep 4]). 5 Partitioning Polygons
Now we consider the case in which S is a set of (pairwise-disjoint) simple polygons with a total of n vertices.
The \size" of S 1 (S 2 ) will now be the perimeter of the relative convex hull, rconv(S 1 ) (rconv(S 2 )), of S 1 (S 2 ) with respect to the set S 2 (S 1 ). We seek a valid bipartition that minimizes the sum (S 1 ) + (S 2 ) or the maximum maxf (S 1 ); (S 2 )g, giving us once more the following set of four problems: 1. the min-sum perimeter problem, 2. the min-max perimeter problem, 3. the min-sum area problem, and 4. the min-max area problem. Note that, in contrast to the case in which S is a set of points, it is not always bene cial to have both S 1 and S 2 nonempty here in problems 1 and 2: it may be that every nontrivial bipartition of S results in the perimeters of rconv(S 1 ) and rconv(S 2 ) each being greater than the perimeter of conv(S). Therefore, for these problems we distinguish between the case in which we want to nd only bene cial bipartitions and the case in which we are forced to nd nontrivial bipartitions even if every one of them is non-bene cial. This distinction is not necessary in problems 3 and 4, since, as is easily checked, the best nontrivial bipartition for these problems will always be bene cial.
Our rst polygon partitioning result is contained in the following theorem:
Theorem 2 Given a set S of (pairwise-disjoint) simple polygons with a total of n vertices, one can nd a bene cial bipartition of S, S = S 1 S 2 , that solves the min-sum perimeter problem (or report that none exists) in time O(E + n logn) using O(E) space. Alternatively, one can solve this problem in time O(En), using O(n) space. Proof. For the algorithm of the rst claim, we compute hourglasses, after rst computing the entire visibility graph, in time O(E + n logn), and storing it, using O(E) space 6]. We then simply traverse funnel trees, as in Section 2, and nd the best hourglass in O(E) time.
The algorithm for the second claim is also straightforward: (0). Triangulate the polygon with holes formed by the convex hull of S and the polygons in S.
(1). Generate the edges of the visibility graph using only O(n) working space and O(E log n) time 14]. As each edge (u; v) is found, do the following calculations: (a). Extend edge (u; v) at both ends until a polygon or the convex hull of S is hit. (b). If the convex hull is hit on each side, i.e., (u; v) determines an hourglass, then compute the lengths of the hourglass's chains by nding the two funnels that form the hourglass as follows.
The funnel with apex u is found by propagating the extension of (u; v) through adjacent cells of the triangulation until the triangle containing the convex hull edge hit by the extension is reached. The shortest paths from u to the endpoints of the convex hull edge that lie within the simple polygon formed from the pierced triangles is found in O(n) time, and these paths are the upper and lower chains of the funnel 10]. The funnel with apex v is found similarly. Calculate the \cost" of this hourglass, compare it to the current best one, and update if neccessary by storing the edge (u; v) and its cost. The above algorithm requires linear time per edge (u; v), so O(En) time overall. The space requirement is only linear (O(n)). u t Remark. It is interesting to note that partitioning polygons is potentially faster than partitioning points (when E is sparse).
To handle the min-max perimeter problem, it is no longer su cient to consider only bipartitions corresponding to hourglasses; we must also consider funnelglasses. A funnelglass is a pair of funnels connected by a shortest path between the two apices of the funnels. Funnelglasses correspond to partitions in which the two relative convex hulls coincide along some visible chain.
For each funnel in a funnelglass, the total length of the two chains of the funnel must be greater than the length of its base. (This is why we need not consider funnelglasses if we are only interested in bene cial solutions to the min-sum perimeter problem.) But for the min-max perimeter problem, a funnelglass may correspond to a bene cial partition, so it is no easier to nd bene cial partitions than it is to nd forced ones. We nd bene cial partitions by nding the best nontrivial partition rst. If this funnelglass has a lower cost then that of the entire convex hull, it is the optimal bene cial solution; otherwise, no bene cial solution exists.
Our results for the min-max perimeter problem appear in the following theorem.
Theorem 3 Given a set S of (pairwise-disjoint) simple polygons with a total of n vertices, one can nd a nontrivial bipartition of S, S = S 1 S 2 , that solves the min-max perimeter problem in time O(E 2 +n 2 log n) time, using O(E) space. Alternatively, one can solve this problem in time O(E 2 n), using O(n) space. Proof. To prove the rst claim of the theorem, we compute funnelglasses, after rst computing the entire visibility graph, in time O(E + n logn), using O(E) space 6]. Then, we nd all O(E) funnels by traversing funnel trees as in Section 2. While doing this, we create a list of all the funnels and a list at each vertex of the funnels having that vertex as their apex. Then for each vertex u we do the following: (0). Find the shortest path tree rooted at u using Dijkstra's algorithm (O(E + n logn)).
(1). For each vertex v and for each pair of funnels, one with apex u and one with apex v, compute the cost of the funnelglass formed by this pair of funnels and the shortest path from u to v. Update the representation of the best funnelglass found so far if necessary. This algorithm requires time O(En + n 2 log n) for the n runs of Dijkstra's algorithm and O(E 2 ) time to examine all pairs of funnels; thus the total running time is O(E 2 + n 2 logn) and the total space required for the visibility graph and funnel representations is O(E).
The algorithm for the second claim appears below. When we are forced to consider non-bene cial partitions in the min-sum perimeter problem, we have to look for funnelglasses as in the min-max case. But there is a di erence: in the min-max case, any of the O(n) funnels on each vertex could be part of the optimal funnelglass, but in the min-sum case there is a unique \best" funnel on each apex (taking the cost of a funnel to be the sum of its chain lengths minus the length of its base). This lets us nd an optimal funnelglass more e ciently.
Our results for this problem appear in the following theorem.
Theorem 4 Given a set S of (pairwise-disjoint) simple polygons with a total of n vertices, one can nd a nontrivial bipartition of S, S = S 1 S 2 , that solves the min-sum perimeter problem in time O(n 3 ), using O(n) space. Alternatively, one can solve this problem in time O(En + n 2 logn) time, using O(E) space.
Proof. The algorithm for the rst claim is as follows: (0). Find the best hourglass (if one exists) as in the proof of Theorem 2.
(1). Find all funnels in O(En) time and O(n) space as in the proof of Theorem 2 maintaining a representation of the best funnel found at each vertex together with its cost. (2). Now for each vertex u build the shortest path map rooted at u and as each vertex v is labeled with its distance from u, calculate the cost of the funnelglass formed from the best funnel on u and the best funnel on v in constant time, updating a representation of the best funnelglass found so far if necessary. (3). Output the bipartition corresponding to the hourglass or funnelglass with minimum cost. The running time is dominated by the n shortest path map constructions which take a total of O(n 3 ) time. The total space requirement is linear.
The algorithm for the second claim appears below: (0). Calculate the visibility graph in O(E + n log n) time and O(E) space 6]. (1) . Generate all funnels and hourglasses using funnel tree traversals and store with each vertex of the visibility graph a representation of the best and the second best funnel having that vertex as apex. Also store a representation of the best hourglass found. (2) . For each edge e on the convex hull of S do the following: (a). Make a copy V G e of the visibility graph. (b). Form an augmented visibility graph V G 0 e as follows: Create an additional \funnel" node fn for each funnel f that was determined to be one of the \top two" funnels on its apex. Connect each funnel-node fn to the node v corresponding to the apex of funnel f. Let the length of edge (fn; v) be c(f)=2 where c(f), the cost of a funnel is the sum of its chain lengths minus the length of its base. Create a \source" node s, linking it with an edge of length 0 to every funnel-node corresponding to a funnel with base e. Similarly, create and link a \sink" node t to every funnel-node not already linked to s. Funnelglasses are also used to solve the min-sum area problem. In this problem, the length of the path connecting the two apices is irrelevant; the cost of the funnelglass is just the area of the entire convex hull minus the sum of the two funnel areas. But there is a di culty here that does not arise in the other problems: the funnelglass of minimal cost may not correspond to a feasible bipartition because its funnels may overlap.
Our result for this case is stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 5 Given a set S of (pairwise-disjoint) simple polygons with a total of n vertices, one can nd a bipartition of S, S = S 1 S 2 , that solves the min-sum area problem in time O(E 2 n 2 ), using O(n) space. Proof. The algorithm for this claim is based on the algorithm for the rst claim in Theorem 2. We again generate all pairs of funnels and calculate the cost of each pair, but this time a funnel's cost (or bene t) is the area of the region it encloses. Since a funnel can be triangulated in linear time, we can calculate its area in linear time and check that the two funnels in a pair do not intersect in linear time 3] . Therefore this algorithm takes O(E 2 n) time and requires only linear (O(n)) space. u t Finally, we consider the min-max area problem. We show that this problem is NP-Hard by a polynomialtime reduction from the following NP-Complete problem 5]:
Partition: Given a set T of n objects with positive integer values v(t), is there a partition T = T 1 T 2 such have obtained an O(n 2 log n) time algorithm for minimizing the maximum/sum of the perimeters or areas (or more general functions of both), using only linear storage space, in the point partitioning case. It seems likely that one should be able to achieve a running time of O(n 2 ), using O(n) storage, by, for example, methods of topological sweep 4]. We leave this as an open problem.
